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The Variopool hinged separation bulkhead is designed to maximise the flexibility of a standard 
swimming pool by dividing it into two separate individual areas. When not in use the hinged bulkhead 
rests completely level with the pool floor allowing for complete use of the pool for activities such as 
lane swimming, water polo and galas. Once raised the wall acts as a safe partition between two or 
more areas in which separate activities can take place. The hinged separation bulkhead can also be 
integrated within a movable floor. 

The structure consists of a sturdy 316L stainless steel frame finished with polypropylene or 
polyester mounted to the frame. The seperation wall also offers the possibility to have a different 
temperature on either side.  
For exact details on this concept please feel free to contact us. 

Variopool hinged bulkheads are suitable for professional competitive use and are fully compliant 
with local Health and Safety requirements. Each section is custom made to perfectly fit and operate 
inside the pool in order to create the safest possible swimming environment for all user groups.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

CONVENIENCE AND SAFETY FEATURES

Version 01 2016

Material - frame Stainless Steel 316L frame construction (pickled and passivated)

Material - finish Polypropylene panels 20mm thick or polyester with integrated perforation.

Colour - finish Standard white (RAL 9010)

Maximum height 100 - 300 mm above waterline

Actuating system Buoyant construction with locking system

The hinged bulkhead has a standard base model which can be equipped with additional convenient features:
 Racing Lines in colours blue RAL 5013 or black 9005 (other colours upon request)



REFERENCES

Pau, France Detail: Pool Deck

Dordrecht, Netherlands Metz, France

Kremlin, France Alkmaar, Netherlands

MORE INFORMATION

Below are some references where Variopool has installed a hinged bulkhead. Do you have questions about 
these or other references, please contact us. You can reach us every working day by calling +31 226 333 000 
or by sending an email to info@variopool.nl.
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